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Photography, since its invention, impact greatly the function of painting that 
records the real world according to the facts, and it enlarges the people’s cognitive 
range has matchlessly superiority.  The people universally rely on the reality of 
photos.  The paper analyses the psychological process that people form the sense of 
reality, and do the different sense of unreality from photos, through the relationships 
between the photos and objects, and through the analysis of the photographic 
masterpieces from modernism and post-modernism. The paper further takes the new 
unreal features of two sides into consideration under the background of digital 
technologies. 
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图 1：《非洲》                图 2:《犹他州的印第安人》 








图 3：《心形咬伤伤痕，纽约》        图 4: 《鲁宾与基妮在波士顿》 
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